2015-08-20
Deck: Yeager Tarot of Meditation
Spread: Celtic Cross
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1. King of Swords
2. 5/Cups
3. 4/Wands
4. 8/Cups
5. Ace of Swords
6. 8/Pentacles
7. 5/Swords
8. King of Pentacles
9. Queen of Wands
10. World

Some readings seem to good to be true but it’s like watching magicians on TV, you
know the trick is not just on the set. So if you can read this one, you know that
something big is coming up for Fresh White: the World, no less.
First things first, I see a lot of ambition and will (Ace and King of Swords) that have
suffered a loss, a little bit of frustration recently (ouch). But the good news is that
mourning is already over thanks to the 8 of Cups (moving on) and the 4 of Wands (party
time!). As an outcome of the first part of this celtic cross (the proper cross you see here)
lies the very sweet and kind card of the crafter: 8 of Pentacles. What could be better for
a painting company? It is time for down to earth less starry eyed hard work (and i see
that Fresh White does work).
Now let’s take a look at those 4 cards left. Again, we start of with Swords, 5 here
though (with the 7, the only swords i like to see). This is dropping of those hopes that
have been unsatisfied in order to get back to focusing on Fresh White’s deep down stuff.
A little bit of selfishness doesn’t hurt. Besides, some wealthy friend seem to be willing

to come to the rescue (King of Pentacle). He is welcome and he should be excited too
since our success story ends with the perfect couple Queen of Wands / World. This
queen for me is like creativity itself, she is the perfect combination of relaxed femininity
and unexpected cool ideas all the time, I love her. The World, you know, it is THE
happily ever after kind of ending.

